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Abstract In volunteer computing networks, the peers contribute to the solution of a computationally intensive problem by freely providing their computational resources, i.e.,
without seeking any immediate financial benefit. In such
networks, although the peers can set certain bounds on
how much their resources can be exploited by the network,
the monetary cost that the network brings to the peers is
unclear. In this work, we propose a volunteer computing
network where the peers can set monetary budgets, limiting
the financial burden incurred on them due the usage of their
computational resources. Under the assumption that the
price of the electricity consumed by the peers has temporal
variation, we show that our approach leads to an interesting task allocation problem, where the goal is to maximize
the amount of work done by the peers without violating
the monetary budget constraints set by them. We propose
various heuristics as solution to the problem, which is NPhard. Our extensive simulations using realistic data traces
and real-life electricity prices demonstrate that the proposed
techniques considerably increase the amount of useful work
done by the peers, compared to a baseline technique.
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1 Introduction
Volunteer computing, which became popular in midnineties, is a specific class of peer-to-peer distributed computing. In volunteer computing networks, a large number of
geographically distributed computer owners (peers) donate
their resources (e.g., network, CPU, and storage) for use in a
certain large-scale project whose objective is to solve a computationally expensive problem by harnessing the provided
resources. The best known examples of such networks are
SETI@Home,1 Folding@Home,2 ClimatePrediction,3 and
ABC@Home.4
In volunteer computing networks, a central authority is
responsible for the management of the network. Typically,
the central authority divides a large problem instance into
smaller tasks and distributes them among the peers for processing.5 The peers join the network on a voluntary basis
and contribute to processing of the tasks without receiving
any direct financial benefit. Since the peers allocate their
computational resources, which consume energy, they even
end up with increased electricity bills. This may create an
obstacle for growing the volunteer computing network as
peers will be less motivated to join the network.
In some volunteer computing networks, the peers are
allowed to specify an upper bound on the number of tasks
they are willing to process in a given period of time, or they
may specify the time duration their resources can be used

1 SETI@Home,

http://setiathome.berkeley.edu/index.php.
http://folding.stanford.edu/.
3 ClimatePrediction, http://climateprediction.net/.
4 ABC@Home, http://abcathome.com/.
5 In the rest of the paper, we refer to the central authority as the
dispatcher.
2 Folding@Home,
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[1, 16]. In this work, we go one step beyond and propose an
alternative where peers can explicitly specify the maximum
amount of money they can afford to spend in a time period
while their resources are being used. For example, peers can
set monetary budgets such as “at most 10 cents per week” or
“at most two cents per day”. This way, the peers will have
a guarantee that the financial overhead incurred to them by
the network will be limited. We believe that allowing such
monetary constraints will motivate more peers to contribute
to the network, making it more effective.
From the perspective of the volunteer computing network, having peer-specific monetary budget constraints
leads to an interesting task allocation problem under the
assumption that the electricity prices show temporal and
spatial variation [15, 22, 23]. Obviously, the goal of the
volunteer computing network is still to maximize the total
number of tasks processed in a given time period. However,
for the dispatcher, it now becomes important to decide
when to assign a task to a peer for processing. Assigning
tasks to a peer when the peer is consuming electricity at
high prices may lead to quick exhaustion of the peer’s
monetary budget. When accumulated over all peers, this
leads to a decrease in the task processing capacity of the
entire network. Hence, it becomes critical to estimate the
time periods where the peers are consuming cheap electricity and assign the tasks to the peers in those low-cost
periods, trying to exhaust peers’ monetary budgets as much
as possible (without exceeding them).
We note that, in some electricity markets (e.g., day-ahead
electricity markets), large companies may make long-term
contracts with electricity providers. In these cases, the future
electricity prices are known in advance. However, in volunteer computing networks, the peers are very often home
users and not companies. Therefore, the electricity prices
applicable in our problem are real-time household electricity prices, which are not known beforehand.
The following are the contributions of this work. We
investigate the problem of allocating tasks in a volunteer computing network under monetary budget constraints
that are set by the peers. Our approach is novel in the
context of volunteer computing network scheduling since
there is no prior work that sets such a constraint for the
peers participating in the network. We formally state the
problem, show that the problem is NP-hard and propose various polynomial-time easy to implement heuristic solutions.
We investigate the performance of the proposed heuristics through simulations based on realistic data traces and
real-life electricity prices. The empirical results indicate
significant improvements in the task processing capacity of
the network relative to a realistic baseline approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we formally state the investigated task allocation problem. The heuristic solutions are proposed in

Section 3. The simulation setup is presented in Section 4.
Section 5 provides the performance results. We survey the
related literature in Section 6. The paper is concluded in
Section 7.

2 Problem specification
We consider a volunteer computing network consisting of
N peers and a central dispatcher. The dispatcher exploits the
computational resources of the peers to process the tasks it
generates. For simplicity, we assume that the dispatcher can
generate an infinite number of tasks. Typically, some data
associated with a task is transferred from the dispatcher to a
peer for processing. The peer processes the data and returns
some output back to the dispatcher. We assume that the main
computational overhead is in the processing of the tasks by
the peers. The communication overheads and financial costs
potentially incurred by Internet service providers due to the
allocated network bandwidth are assumed to be negligible
since this is typically the case in practice.
Each peer i, when joining the network for the first time,
specifies a personal monetary budget Bi , which indicates
the maximum electricity cost that the peer can afford while
it contributes to the processing of the tasks in the network.
This budget forms an upper bound on the monetary cost the
network is allowed to incur on the peer due to the exploitation of the computational resources of the peer. The budgets
are defined over time periods, each with a fixed length of
T units of time.6 The dispatcher keeps track of an estimate
of the monetary cost incurred on each peer during the current time period. The cost estimates are reset to zero at the
end of every time period. The computational resources of
a peer can be used only if its monetary budget is not yet
fully consumed within the current time period. For example,
assuming weekly sessions starting on Monday, if the budget
of a peer is reached on Friday, the peer’s resources cannot be
exploited in the remaining two days of the week. However,
the peer’s computational resources become available again
at the start of the next week.
We assume that the time is partitioned into unit time
intervals, i.e., the time is not continuous but discrete. More
specifically, the time period T is divided into T /u time slots,
each of length u time unit. The dispatcher can allocate a time
slot [t, t +u) either entirely or may decide not to allocate it
at all. We note that a peer can process the tasks assigned to
itself independent of other peers and tasks. Therefore, the
allocation problem we describe can be optimized locally and
separately for each peer.
6 In

our work, we assume that the budgets are set on a weekly basis.
Some of the solutions presented in Section 3 will be based on this
assumption.
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Table 1 System parameters
Parameters

Symbol

Number of peers in the network
Monetary budget of peer i
Time period after the monetary budgets of peers are reset
Length of a unit time slot
Increase in the electricity bill of peer i in time slot [t, t +u)
Electricity price for peer i in time slot [t, t +u)
Expected CPU utilization of peer i in time slot [t, t +u)
Maximum CPU utilization threshold for peer i
Minimum CPU utilization threshold for peer i
CPU clock frequency of peer i
Power consumption of peer i’s CPU in watts

N
Bi
T
u
Ii (t)
Ei (t)
Ui (t)
Mi
mi
Fi
Wi

When subscribing to the network, the peers let the dispatcher know about the properties of their computational
resources (e.g., the number of cores and the CPU clock
frequency).7 Also, when joining the network, the peers independently set a minimum and a maximum CPU utilization
threshold, which are denoted by mi and Mi , respectively.
Moreover, at the beginning of every time slot [t, t + u),
through a locally running daemon, each peer i lets the dispatcher know about its expected CPU utilization Ui (t) in
i (t) due to the tasks
that time slot. The CPU utilization U
assigned by the dispatcher is bounded by max(Mi−Ui (t), 0),
i.e., the dispatcher fully utilizes the CPU of the peer without
exceeding Mi . The tasks can be allocated on the computational resources of peer i only if Ui (t) < mi , i.e., the
expected CPU utilization in the given time slot must be less
than the minimum utilization threshold value. Otherwise,
the peer’s resources are not used since the peer is assumed
to be actively using them. Under these constraints, we have

i (t) = Mi − Ui (t), mi < Ui (t) ≤ Mi ,
U
(1)
0,
otherwise.
We also assume that the dispatcher has access to the
information about the current and historical electricity
prices for each peer and exploits the fact that the electricity prices show temporal variation [15, 22]. The dispatcher,
however, has no knowledge of the future electricity prices.
We denote by Ei (t) the price of the electricity for peer i in
time slot [t, t +u). If the computational resources of peer i
are used by the network during the time slot [t, t + u), the
increase Ii (t) in the electricity bill of peer i is estimated by
i (t) × Wi × Ei (t) × u,
Ii (t) = U

(2)

where Wi denotes the power consumption of peer i’s CPU
in watts.
7 We

assume that each peer has a single CPU with varying clock
frequencies.

For a given peer and a particular time slot, the utility
is measured by the computational work done by the peer
in that time slot. The computational work is defined in
terms of the clock frequency of the peer and the expected
CPU utilization due to execution of the tasks issued by
the dispatcher in the given time slot. More formally, the
computational work done by peer i in time slot [t, t + u) is
denoted by Ji (t) and defined as
i (t) × Fi ,
Ji (t) = U

(3)

where Fi denotes the CPU clock frequency of peer i.
Given the above-mentioned definitions and notations,
which are summarized in Table 1, our objective is to
maximize
/u
N T



Ji (t),

(4)

i=1 t =0

subject to
T
/u


Ii (t) ≤ Bi ,

for 1 ≤ i ≤ N.

(5)

t =0

In other words, the goal is to maximize the total amount
of computational work done in a given time period while
respecting the monetary budget constraints set by the peers.

3 Solutions
In our problem formulation, the time is discretized into time
slots, and each time slot is either fully allocated for processing tasks or not allocated at all. The objective is to determine
in which time slots the computational resources of the peer
should be allocated, rather than scheduling individual tasks
for execution. Therefore, in order to simplify the presentation, we refer to the time slots as tasks in the rest of the
paper.
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We note that, if perfect knowledge of future electricity
prices is available, our task allocation problem can be formulated as the 0-1 knapsack problem. In this formulation,
the knapsack value corresponds to the monetary budget of
the peer and the items correspond to the tasks (time slots).
An item’s weight corresponds to the cost of allocating the
respective task, i.e., occupying the resources of the peer during the respective time slot (see (2)). The value of an item is
determined by the work done in the respective time slot (see
(3)).
In our scenario, naturally, the dispatcher has no information about the future electricity prices. The time slots
must be allocated on-the-fly using only the past electricity
price information. Consequently, our problem reduces to the
online knapsack problem, where the item weights and values are not known beforehand. In our case, we also have an
additional peer availability constraint.
The online knapsack problem is first studied in [20] and
its solution is applied to different problems, including the
auction bidding problem [31, 32] and the knapsack secretary problem [3]. The problem is known to be NP-hard [3],
and hence there is no polynomial-time algorithm for an optimal solution. Since the online knapsack problem is NP-hard,
our task allocation problem is also NP-hard. As there is
no polynomial-time algorithm for the optimal solution, it is
important to propose fast and easy to implement algorithms
that approximate the optimal solution, hence heuristics are
utilized to find such solutions. In the rest of the section, we
present our proposed heuristic solutions.

the electricity currently consumed by the peer is relatively
high or not. The techniques compute an expected electricity price value based on the price data observed in the
past. To decide whether the current time slot should be
allocated for processing tasks, the electricity price estimated
for the current time slot is compared against the expected
electricity price value. If the current electricity price is lower
than that value, the time slot is allocated; otherwise, it is
not allocated. A generic algorithm for this class of heuristics is provided in Algorithm 1. Below, we summarize three
simple approaches for computing the expected electricity
price.
Average of Yesterday (Yesterday) The expected electricity price is computed by averaging the sample price values
observed on the previous day. For example, if the current
day is Wednesday, the expected price is computed by taking the average of price values sampled from Tuesday. This
technique exploits the fact that prices do not differ too
much between consecutive days, i.e., it exploits the temporal
locality in electricity prices.
Algorithm 1 A generic algorithm for the heuristic solutions
that rely on the expected electricity price computed using
the past electricity price information.

3.1 Naive baseline (baseline)
This approach does not take into account the temporal variation in the electricity prices. A time slot is allocated by the
dispatcher if the peer’s computational resources are available in that time slot, i.e., whenever the peer is online and
the minimum CPU utilization constraint set by the peer is
satisfied (i.e., Ui (t) < mi must hold). In this approach,
since the time slots are allocated without considering the
price of the electricity, there is the risk of using the peers’
computational resources when the electricity price is high.
Consequently, the monetary budgets of the peers may be
quickly exhausted, potentially reducing the amount of work
done by the peers. This approach is used by the current
volunteer computing systems since they do not measure
the cost of processing tasks on peer’s resources and they
exploit the resources whenever the peer is available without
considering the cost.
3.2 Solutions based on the expected electricity price
The main idea behind this class of heuristics is to exploit
the past electricity prices to decide whether the price of

Past Average of Today (SameDayHistory) The expected
electricity price is computed as the average of the electricity
prices observed on the previous occurrences of the current
day of the week. For example, if the current day is Wednesday, the average electricity price of all Wednesdays in the
past is used as the expected price. The rationale behind this
technique is that the electricity prices tend to be similar
on the same day of the week, i.e., it exploits the weekly
periodicity of prices.
Average of Entire History (EntireHistory) In this
technique, the expected electricity price is computed as the
average price value over the entire price history. This technique is based on the expectation that all data available
about the past electricity prices would be useful.
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Since the allocation decisions are made in run-time
based on a simple comparison operation, the running time
complexity of the above-mentioned heuristics is O(1). Our
heuristics are deterministic online algorithms, which are
often compared with their offline versions to define competitive bounds. However, in its general form, there is no
competitive deterministic algorithm for the online knapsack
problem [8]. Hence, it is not possible to prove a competitive
ratio for our heuristics.
3.3 History repeats (HistoryRepeats)
This heuristic tries to exploit the weekly repetition in the
electricity prices. We compress the entire price data into a
single week of data by computing an average value for each
hour in a week. The assumption is that the electricity prices
of the current week will be identical to these aggregate price
values. Under this assumption, the remaining time slots of
the current week are stored in a candidate list in increasing
order of their estimated electricity prices. The candidate list
is traversed starting from the time slot with the lowest price
towards the time slot with the highest price. At each step in
the traversal, if the cost of the traversed time slot is less than
the remaining budget, it is marked to indicate its suitability in terms of the electricity price and its cost is subtracted
from the remaining budget. The traversal stops when a time
slot whose cost exceeds the remaining budget is encountered. Later, when making allocation decisions, the current
time slot is allocated for running tasks only if it is among
the marked slots in the candidate list. The candidate list
is periodically updated since it becomes outdated in time.
The above-mentioned procedure is illustrated in Algorithm
2. Updating the candidate list, in the worst case, requires
sorting a list of T /u items. All online allocation decisions
between two consecutive updates can be made in constant
time.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for the HistoryRepeats heuristic.

3.4 Online knapsack (OnlineKnapsack)
In this solution, we adapt the algorithm proposed in [31]
which has the following assumptions about the input data:
i) the weight of each item is much smaller than the capacity of the knapsack, i.e., Ii (t)  Bi , and ii) the value/weight
ratio of each item is bounded both from above and below,
i.e., L ≤ Ji (t)/Ii (t) ≤ U , for all t. These assumptions
enable the proposed algorithm to have a constant competitive ratio of ln (U/L)+1. The problem that we study satisfies
the above mentioned assumptions and this enables us to
adapt their proposed algorithm for our case. In addition,
in our problem there exists one more constraint namely
the peer availability constraint given in Eq. 5. To capture
this constraint, we modify the original algorithm such that
the U and L values are used along with the remaining
budget in order to determine a threshold value. The decision of allocating the current time slot is made based on
a comparison between the gain ratio in the current time
slot (explained in the original algorithm) and the threshold
value calculated by the function given in [31]. The algorithm allows the system to aggressively allocate time slots
at the beginning while most of the budget is available. The
system becomes more selective in time (in terms of the
cost of performing a task) as the remaining budget gets
smaller.
3.5 Oracle (oracle)
In order to set an upper bound on the performance of the
proposed heuristics, we design an Oracle algorithm that
has access to the future electricity prices and the future
CPU utilization values of the peers. As explained before,
the optimum solution of our problem cannot be found
in polynomial time. However, since Oracle is assumed
to have access to the future electricity prices, the problem is transformed into the traditional 0-1 knapsack problem, for which there is a pseudo-polynomial algorithm
that finds an optimum solution. The results achieved by
Oracle are only used to measure the performance of
the proposed algorithm and to determine how much they
get close to the optimum solution where they lack future
information.

4 Simulation setup
To evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristics, we
implemented (in C++) a simulator that models the dynamics of a volunteer computing network. In particular, it
models peer availability, hourly electricity price variation,
and different peer characteristics (e.g., monetary budgets
and utilizations thresholds). We made the source codes for
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Fig. 1 Daily change in the
average electricity prices for
spring and fall

the simulator and the electricity price data used publicly
available.8
4.1 Electricity prices
In our simulations, we use real-time electricity prices
obtained from ComEd,9 an electricity provider located in
the USA. We collected electricity prices from two different
seasons in 2012 (spring and fall) to evaluate the relative performance of each heuristic under varying electricity price
data. In particular, the electricity prices are sampled on an
hourly basis over a period from 2 April 2012 to 1 July
2012 for the spring season and from 3 September 2012 to
2 December 2012 for the fall season. The last week of each
season is used for evaluation while earlier weeks provide
the historical price data for some of the heuristics. In Fig. 1,
we display the average electricity price in the USA for each
days in a week in both three-month data sets. According
to the figure, the prices are somewhat correlated between
spring and fall, the former having slightly lower prices.
We assume that the peers are located in six different
countries: China, Germany, Russia, Turkey, the UK, and
the USA. Since the obtained electricity price distribution is
representative only for the USA, for each of the remaining countries, we linearly scale this distribution by using
the average electricity price in that country. The countryspecific average electricity price values are obtained from
the Europe’s Energy Portal10 and U.S. Energy Information Administration.11 In decreasing order of the average
electricity price, the selected countries can be ranked as
Germany, the UK, China, Turkey, the USA, and Russia.

8 https://sites.google.com/a/ku.edu.tr/p2p-simulator/

4.2 Peers
We assume a volunteer computing network consisting of
10,000 peers. The peers are assumed to be distributed in
the previously mentioned countries such that each country
receives peers proportional to its presence in the Internet.12
Hence, in our simulations, we use 5,000, 800, 700, 450, 550,
and 2,500 peers from China, Germany, Russia, Turkey, the
UK, and the USA, respectively. The minimum and maximum CPU utilization constraints (i.e., the mi and Mi values)
of the peers are selected from a uniform distribution within
the 15 %–20 % and 60 %–75 %ranges, respectively. The
CPU clock frequency values (Fi ) are sampled from a uniform distribution in the 1.7–3.2 GHz range. The power
consumption values (Wi ) are taken from the website of Intel,
taking into account the clock frequencies.13
We also simulate the peers’ availability in the volunteer
computing network and assume that this mainly depends
on the time of the day. More specifically, we rely on the
measurements provided in [7], where the peer availability is
shown to have a diurnal pattern. The availability of users is
observed to have diurnal changes in grid computing environments as well [25]. Scheduling algorithms have been
proposed for volunteer computing grids [30], trying to predict future availability based on past measurements. Herein,
we use peer availability measurements only for the sake of
a more realistic simulation.
In Fig. 2, we display the hourly change in the electricity
prices in the USA both in spring and fall seasons together
with the fraction of online peers. As shown in the figure,
the number of peers makes two separate peaks while the
electricity prices have a single peak. We observe a negative correlation in the night time: the number of online
peers increases while the electricity price decreases until the
midnight.

9 https://www.comed.com/customer-service/rates-pricing/

real-time-pricing/Pages/rate-besh-pricing-tool.aspx
10 http://www.energy.eu/
11 http://www.eia.gov/countries/prices/electricity

12 http://www.internetworldstats.com/top20.htm

households.cfm

13 http://ark.intel.com/
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Fig. 2 Hourly change in
electricity prices and the
fraction of active peers

4.3 Budgets

5 Experimental results

An important parameter in our problem is the monetary budgets set by the peers. In practice, the budgets
may be affected by many factors, the socio-economic
and cultural factors being the most prominent. In this
work, since there is no prior published finding in our
context, we performed a small-scale user study to determine a reasonable range for the budget values. The study
involved 100 participants from Koc University, including
undergraduate students, graduate students, and some
faculty members. First, we briefly explained the participants what a volunteer computing network is and how it
operates using SETI@Home as an example. Then, the
participants were asked how much weekly budget they
would be willing to allocate voluntarily if they were to
join SETI@Home network. We provided them a range
of budget options between one cent and 75 cents (the
latter is approximately the cost in case the system utilizes a peer’s resources in every available time slot). As
a result of this study, we decided to vary the budget
values according to a normal distribution with mean values varying between three and ten U.S. cents. If it is
not stated otherwise, the budget values are set to five
cents.

In Figs. 3a and b, we compare the performance of our
heuristics in terms of the amount of work done by the
peers for varying monetary budget values. As expected, all
of the proposed heuristics perform better than Baseline
and worse than Oracle. On average, heuristics that
rely on comparisons with the expected average electricity
price values(i.e., Yesterday, SameDayHistory, and
EntireHistory) achieve slightly better performance
than the OnlineKnapsack and HistoryRepeats
algorithms in both seasons.
According to Fig. 3, SameDayHistory is the best
performing heuristic. For the spring season, the total computational work yield by this heuristic is 19 %higher
than that yield by the Baseline and 14 % less than
that of Oracle, on average. According to Fig. 3, for
the fall season, Yesterday provides the best performance with 20 %more computational work compared to
Baseline and 8 % less work compared to Oracle,
on average. Moreover, we observe that the total amount
of computational work done by each algorithm in the
spring season is higher than the work done in the fall
season. This is due to the relatively lower electricity
prices in the spring season (see Fig. 1). These reported
performance improvements are average values over all budget scenarios. In fact, the performance of our heuristics
tends to be better when lower budget values are used.
For example, when the mean budget value is set to three
cents, in fall season, the Yesterday heuristic improves
over the total computational work in case of Baseline
by 34 %and it is only 9 %lower than the optimum
solution.
As the budget values are increased, the performance gap
between the proposed heuristics and the baseline starts to
diminish. This is because it becomes less important to allocate time slots in which the electricity prices are low. The
heuristics are still conservative in assigning tasks despite

4.4 Other parameters and performance metrics
We assume that the start of the week is Monday. As
the length of a unit time slot (u), we use one minute.
In the simulation of the HistoryRepeats heuristic, we
update the candidate list every six hours. All reported
results are averages of ten runs. As the primary performance metric, we report the total amount of computational
work done by the peers (see (3)). As secondary metrics, we
report the fraction of peers whose budget consumption is
less than a certain threshold and the total electricity bill
incurred to the peers by the volunteer computing network.
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Fig. 3 Computational work
distribution with respect to
weekly budgets

higher budget values, which imply more flexibility in allocating tasks. In an extreme case, if we set the budget values
to infinity, Baseline can attain the optimum result since
it would allocate all available slots without any budget
constraint. However, this does not necessarily mean that
the performance of the proposed heuristics decreases with
higher budget values because, while the performance of
Baseline improves relative to the heuristics, the performance gap between the heuristics and the optimum solution
(Oracle) is also closed.
In Table 2, we display the fraction of peers whose budget is consumed below a certain rate. Although utilizing
all the budget is not the primary goal in our problem formulation, these results provide insights about the relative
performance of the proposed algorithms. Both Baseline
and Oracle fully utilize the budgets because there is no
limit for using resources at a given time as long as the peer
is available. Both algorithms perform tasks until the budget is fully consumed. The only difference is, Baseline
performs tasks regardless of whether the used time slots
are cheap or expensive, whereas Oracle finds and selects
the time slots that end up with the maximum amount of
work done. According to the table, HistoryRepeats

leads to the largest fraction of peers whose budgets are not
fully consumed, i.e., it cannot effectively utilize the budgets. This is the main reason behind the relatively poor
performance of this heuristic because there is still budget to perform some tasks, but the constraints prevent the
algorithm to do so. OnlineKnapsack is observed to consume not all but most of the budgets. This is because the
algorithm makes the decision of allocating a time slot by
taking into account the fraction of budget that is already
spent and allocates the time slots more aggressively when
there is enough remaining budget. Nevertheless, it still does
not fully utilize the budgets, especially in the spring season. The remaining heuristics follow a similar pattern and
almost fully utilize the budgets, resulting in better performance. The budget utilization does not differ much between
the spring and fall seasons. However, it is important to
note that maximum budget utilization is not the primary
goal of this work and these results provide feedback on the
improvement potential for some of the algorithms that lack
to use the entire budget. Although Baseline utilizes all
the given budget, it performs worse than the other proposed
algorithms in terms of the total amount of work done as
described next.
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Table 2 Percentage of peers whose budget consumption is below a certain rate
Budget consumption
Spring

Fall

Heuristics

<60 %

<70 %

<80 %

<90 %

<60 %

<70 %

<80 %

<90 %

Baseline
Yesterday
SameDayHistory
EntireHistory
HistoryRepeats
OnlineKnapsack
Oracle

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.07
0.16
0.01
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.04
0.41
0.60
0.60
0.11
0.00

0.00
0.18
1.10
1.58
8.03
7.99
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.02
0.01
0.00
2.07
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.13
0.09
0.01
11.41
2.06
0.00

In Fig. 4a and b, we demonstrate the trade-off between
the total amount of work done (total number of processed
tasks) and the total electricity bill of the peers for the spring
and fall seasons, respectively. As expected, Baseline
leads to the least amount of work and the highest electricity
bill since it is completely blind to the variation in electricity prices and fully consumes the budget of each peer. In
the fall season, the Yesterday, EntireHistory, and
Fig. 4 The total electricity bill
of the peers versus the amount
of work done

HistoryRepeats heuristics yield the largest amount of
work, however, HistoryRepeats achieves that performance with a much lower electricity bill. This also holds
for OnlineKnapsack. Although Oracle attains the best
performance in terms of the amount of work done, it shows
a rather poor performance in reducing the total electricity
bill since this is not the main optimization objective in our
problem.
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Fig. 5 Computational work
distribution with respect to
countries

Figure 5 presents the computational work distribution
with respect to countries. We observe that, although the
number of peers participating from Turkey is less than
those from Germany and the UK (see the discussion in
Section 4.2), the amount of computational work done by the
peers in Turkey is much higher than the amount of work
done by the peers in Germany and the UK. This is a consequence of the electricity price differences between these
countries: Germany and the UK are the two countries having
the most expensive electricity prices and Turkey has cheaper
electricity compared to them. Consequently, the dispatcher
is likely to allocate more time slots from the peers in Turkey.
The same observation can be made when Russia and Germany are compared. Even though Germany has more contributing peers than Russia, the total amount of work done
by the peers in Russia is three times more than the amount
of work done by the peers in Germany. It is also important to
note that, although the OnlineKnapsack algorithm performs poorly, it is the best performing heuristic in Germany,
which has the most expensive electricity.
Figure 6 shows the dissection of the total amount of work
among the days of the week. We observe that most time
slots are allocated on Monday. Baseline is observed to
consume all of the available budget before Thursday. The

Fig. 6 Computational work
distribution with respect to the
day of the week

heuristics relying on the expected electricity price try to
allocate tasks in early days, but are unable to extend the
task allocation to Sunday, which has a relatively low average electricity price (see Fig. 1). This is the main reason
for these heuristics to fall behind Oracle, which allocates
most tasks on Sunday. HistoryRepeats is observed
to allocate a relatively large fraction of the time slots on
Sunday. This is because the heuristic tends to skip previous days without allocating many tasks. However, since
the number of peers available on Sunday is not sufficient
enough for the heuristic to allocate all remaining tasks, it
fails to fully utilize the budgets. We had already pointed to
this under-utilization issue while discussing the results in
Table 2.
In Fig. 7, we display the hourly computational work
distribution. This analysis gives more insight about the
performance differences between the heuristics than the previous two analyses. The two well performing heuristics
(Yesterday and EntireHistory) mostly exploit the
resources at night time between 22:00 and 04:00 when the
electricity prices are relatively lower. However, only a limited number of slots can be allocated during the night since
there are relatively fewer online peers. HistoryRepeats
performs closer to these two heuristics. As discussed before,
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Fig. 7 Computational work
distribution with respect to the
hours of the day

however, it needs more effort to fully utilize peer budgets
to get closer to Oracle. SameDayHistory seems to fall
behind the other heuristics since it does not effectively utilize night times. Baseline and OnlineKnapsack are
observed to allocate the time slots in a uniform manner in
each hour, i.e., they are unable to distinguish cheaper time
slots. This is the reason for these heuristics to perform worse
than the other heuristics.
Although the main objective in our problem is to
maximize the total computational work done by the
peers, we observed that, as a by-product, some heuristics also decreased the electricity bill of the peers relative to Baseline. For example, when the mean of
the peer budgets is set to five cents in the fall season,
the HistoryRepeats heuristic led to $1,770 decrease
in the weekly electricity bill of the peers compared to
Baseline. Assuming a network involving one million
participants (e.g., SETI@Home), this implies that we can
achieve 1, 770 ×100 = $177, 000 saving per week. Projecting this to a whole year, the saving becomes 177, 000×52 =
$9, 204, 000 per year.

6 Related work
6.1 Volunteer computing
The dynamics of volunteer computing systems are
explained in [2, 16], focusing on the BOINC middleware system, which provides local schedulers exploiting
resources of the participating hosts such as CPU and memory resources based on host availability. The schedulers take
into account job specific properties like the length and deadline of the job. This system employs user constraints for
CPU availability as we employed, but it omits the financial
costs incurred on the peers. In contrast to prior studies, in
our work the optimization objective is to maximize the total
amount of work done by the peers in the network, and the

proposed heuristics aim at optimizing this objective under
the given budget consumption constraint.
Estrada et al. [12, 27] focus on the availability and
reliability of peer resources in order to determine how to distribute the tasks to existing peers. To this end, they introduce
some threshold-based heuristics, but the objective is different from ours and there is no cost concern in their approach.
They simulate their heuristics using the SimBA simulator
and compare against a naive baseline. Different from our
local task allocation heuristics, their heuristics work on the
server-side of the network.
There are also some studies and real-life projects focusing on voluntary cloud computing [9, 13, 14, 17]. Basically,
two different sustainability models are used in voluntary
cloud computing: non-profit or commercial volunteer computing clouds. In a commercial voluntary computing cloud,
the resources are sold to other entities in the cloud in
exchange of some monetary means (e.g., one cent per corehour resource).14 Some lottery systems are also proposed
for keeping the existing peers in the network. Overall, these
prior works do not have any cost related concern and thus
no reported results about the maximum amount of tasks that
can be done with limited resources including peers’ budgets.
Our work proposes to give the peers the option to set monetary budgets, providing an extra level of motivation for them
to join such volunteer computing networks.
6.2 Energy cost optimizations
Reducing the energy consumption of large-scale distributed systems has been recently a hot research topic
[6]. Wang et al. [29] propose techniques for workload,
power, and cooling management within a data center. Shah
and Krishnan [26] show that, in a globally connected
data center network, dynamic optimization of the thermal
workloads based on local weather patterns can reduce the
14 Charity

Engine, http://www.charityengine.com/.
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environmental burden by up to 30 %. Unlike the abovementioned works, where the goal is to reduce the energy
consumption or the impact on the environment, a few
recent works directly aim at reducing the electricity bill
taking into account the spatio-temporal variation in the
electricity prices. Qureshi et al. [22] is the first to exploit
the variation in the electricity prices to achieve economic
gains in distributed data centers. They quantify potential
financial gains via simulations using workloads obtained
from a content delivery network. Le et al. [18] propose
an optimization framework for green-aware Internet services. Their aim is to cap the brown-energy consumption
via a linear-programming-based algorithm, trying to incur
the least increase in costs while satisfying some servicelevel agreements. Kayaaslan et al. [15] propose an online
algorithm that exploits the spatio-temporal electricity price
variations to reduce the electricity bill of a distributed web
search engine by shifting the query workload between data
centers under certain query response latency and result
quality constraints. Ren et. al. [24] propose an efficient
online scheduling algorithm for batch jobs in geographically distributed data centers. León and Navarro [19] model
the problem of minimizing the energy consumption of the
allocation of resources to networked applications.

7 Concluding discussion
We proposed the idea of having monetary budgets in volunteer computing networks, limiting the financial burden
incurred on the peers due to the usage of their computational
resources by the volunteer computing network. We showed
that, under the assumption of temporal volatility in electricity prices, this idea leads to an interesting task allocation
problem. We formally specified this task allocation problem
and proposed various heuristics as potential solutions. Simulations using real-life electricity price data demonstrated
that the proposed heuristics can increase the amount of useful work done in the network while respecting the peers’
budgets, compared to a simple baseline.
In particular, in the fall season, the amount of work
done by our best performing heuristic, Yesterday, is
20 % more than the work done by Baseline and only
8 % less than the work done by Oracle, on average. On
the other hand, in the spring season, SameDayHistory
achieves to improve the performance of Baseline by
19 % and fall behind of Oracle by 14 %. We believe
that there is still some room for improvement in the performance of HistoryRepeats since it exhibits good performance behavior especially in hourly performance analysis.
OnlineKnapsack manages to beat Baseline although
it generally performs worse than the other heuristics. On
the other hand, as mentioned in Section 5, we observe that

this algorithm performs better in countries where the electricity price is high. This implies that we can select and use
different heuristics depending on the country.
Some of the ideas in this work can also be applied to P2P
clouds, which have been recently envisioned as a promising computing model [5, 21]. In contrast to the centralized
and federated cloud architectures, a P2P cloud operates
in a fully distributed manner providing on-demand scalability. A P2P cloud system allows building a computing
infrastructure with independent resources that can be assembled in a distributed manner to serve different tasks. This
model brings new business opportunities. Example applications that can be hosted on a P2P cloud are loosely coupled
distributed applications for which the location of peers is
important to provide resources, data, and computation close
to the client [5]. Furthermore, computation-intensive parallel applications and communication-intensive data/video
delivery systems can benefit from a P2P cloud.15 Although
there are many recent studies on P2P cloud systems
[4, 5, 10, 11, 28], to the best of our knowledge, no previous
work has considered the energy price aspect in allocating
resources and managing tasks.
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